Introduction* Let G be a split reductive #>-adic group, T a maximal split torus of G and B = TV a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. A (unitary) character λ of T may be extended trivially across U to define a character of B. The induced representation Indf λ is called a (unitary) principal series representation of G.
Let W be the Weyl group of G and choose weW. Then the representations Indf λ and Indf ^λ are equivalent. The problem of constructing explicit intertwining operators a(w, λ) between Indf λ and Indl wX has been studied for real semi-simple Lie groups by Kunze and Stein [24, 25 , 26] Schiffmann [30] , Knapp [14, 15, 16] Knapp and Stein [17, 18, 19, 20, 21 , 22] Harish-Chandra [10] and others. For groups defined over a p-adic filed ϊ, these operators were first studied for SL (2) by Sally [28] , and then for p-adic Chevalley groups by Winarsky [36, 37] , who used them to determine necessary and 352 CHARLES DAVID KEYS sufficient conditions for Indg X to be reducible. A more general study of intertwining operators for p-adic groups has been carried out by Harish-Chandra, Silberger and others.
Let W λ = {we W\wX = λ}. By Bruhat theory [32] , the length of the composition series of Indf λ is bounded by \Wχ\. Thus Indf λ is irreducible if λ is a nonsingular character of T, i.e., W λ = {1}.
Suppose that λ is a singular character of T and that wX = λ, 1 φ w 6 W. Then a(w, X) is an intertwining operator for Indl X which may or may not be scalar. By an unpublished theorem of HarishChandra, the operators {a(w, X) | w e W λ } span the commuting algebra C(X) of Indgλ. However, these operators may not be distinct.
We determine a basis for C(λ) consisting of a subgroup of these operators. Following Knapp and Stein [14, 19] , we write W x = R tx W as a semi-direct product, with W = {w e W x \a(w, X) is scalar}. We show that, with appropriate normalizations, a cocycle condition holds and that w i -> a(w, X) is a homomorphism from W λ to the group of invertible intertwining operators for Indiλ. We then give an elementary proof that the operators {a(w, X) \ w e R) are linearly independent. This is essentially Silberger's theorem [33] for the case of minimal parabolics. These facts combined with HarishChandra's theorem imply that {a(w, X)\weR} is a basis of the commuting algebra C(λ), and further, that C(X) is isomorphic to the group algebra C [R] .
For complex groups, Ind^λ is always irreducible. Knapp, in collaboration with Stein, [15, 16] has shown that for real groups, R = Z 2 x x Z 2 with the number of factors of Z 2 bounded by the dimension of T. Thus Indf λ decomposes into \R\ components, each occur ing with multiplicity one.
For p-adic groups, Indlλ does not always decompose simply. We classify the nontrivial jβ-groups which occur. The order of R depends on n and on the arithmetic of the field ϊ, i.e., on the existence of enough multiplicative characters of order 2, or of order dividing n + 1 in the case of type A n and of order 3 in the case of type F 4 .
We note that the methods in this paper also apply to Chevalley groups defined over the reals R and the complex numbers C. Since C* has no nontrivial characters of finite order, R -{1} and thus Indi λ is irreducible for Chevalley groups over C. Since J?* has only one nontrivial character of finite order, we can recover the KnappStein result for Chevalley groups over R. Further R ^ Z 2 or {1} except in the case of D n , n even, for which R ~ Z 2 x Z 2 can occur [19] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. We establish notation and definitions in a preliminary section. In § 1 of Chapter 1 we study the normalization and analytic continuation of the intertwining operators A(w, λ) and a(w, λ) for Macdonald's "groups of p-adic type." In § 2 we show that with appropriate normalizations the operators a(w 9 λ) are well-defined and establish a cocycle relation for these operators with no condition on the lengths of the Weyl group elements. In § 3 we follow Knapp [14, 15] to develop the theory of the iϋ-group for p-adic Chevalley groups, and show that
Chapter 2 is devoted to the classification of 72-groups. In each section, we explicitly determine all R which occur for one type of root system, by constructing a list of λ and R and showing that every nontrivial i?-group is conjugate to one on the list.
In Chapter 3 we use the intertwining operators to study the problem of decomposing Ind^λ into irreducible components in a "Fourier transform realization" on L 2 (V), where V is the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup opposed to B. A class of functions is found on which a(w, λ) acts as multiplication by a function M(w, λ) and we show that the operators {a(w, λ) | w e R} are linearly independent.
Most of these results appeared in the author's thesis. I would like to express my gratitude and thanks to my advisor, Professor Paul J. Sally, Jr., for his help and guidance.
With some restrictions on the residual characteristic of k, independent work of Mϋller gives partial results describing the J?-groups which occur for the classical Chevalley groups. See "Integrates d'entrelacement pour un groupe de Chevalley sur un corps p-adique" in the Springer Lecture Notes 739.
Preliminaries and definitions* Let ϊ be a nonArchimedean local field. We will be concerned mainly with Chevalley groups G defined over I, although some of our results will apply to the ϊ-rational points of any reductive algebraic group defined over ϊ.
Let dx be Haar measure on ϊ and | | the absolute value on ϊ defined by d(ax) = \a\dx.
Let <? = {#eϊ||#| <Ξ 1} be the ring of integers of !, 77 a prime element of ^, and p = {x e ϊ \ \ x \ < 1} the unique nonzero prime ideal of ^1 Then #jp is a finite field with q elements, where q is a prime power.
Normalize Haar measure on ϊ so that volume (^) = 1. Then p n = {x e ϊ 11 x I <; qn } has volume q~\ The collection p n , neZ, forms a fundamental system of neighborhoods at 0 for the topology on ϊ, which are both open and compact. Thus ϊ is totally disconnected.
Haar measure on ϊ* is d*x -\x[~1dx.
Let U o = U = &* = {# 6 ^ 11 x I = 1} be the units in ^. For each positive inte'ger n, set U n = 1 + ί> n . Then the collection Ϊ7 n forms a fundamental system of neighborhoods at 1 for ϊ* consisting of compact and open subgroups.
The additive group of ϊ is self-dual. Fix a nontrivial additive character X of ϊ. Then any character of f is of the form X a (x) = X(ax). Define the conductor cond(Z) of X to be n if X is trivial on p n and nontrivial on p n~\
Since any xeϊ* may be written as x = Π n u, neZ, neU, we see that !* = Z x Ϊ7. Thus (I*)" = Z~ x 17" and any character of I* is given by X(Π n u) = |/7 n | s λ*(u) where seC, Res = 0, and λ* is the restriction of λ to the compact group U. We obtain quasicharacters of ϊ* by X(Π n u) = \Π n \ 8 X*(u) where seC. Define Reλ = Re (s). λ is unramified if λ* = 1. Otherwise λ is ramified. Define deg (λ) = n if λ is trivial on U n but nontrivial on U n _ x .
A gamma function -Γ(λ) is associated to each nontrivial multiplicative quasi-character λ [29, 35] . If λ = | | s λ* is ramified of degree fc, then Γ(λ) = P F J χ(α)λ(a?)| a?l^da? = c λ *q Us~m , where |c^*| = 1 and Ca*Cj *_i = λ*(-1). If λ = | | 8 is unramified, then Γ(X) = P T^ ( χ^laJl 8 " 1^ = (1 -α 8 " 1 )^! -Q~s) if Re λ > 0, and is the analytic continuation of this function into the left half-plane for Re λ ^ 0,
Let G be a Che valley group over ϊ [34] . Let L be the semisimple Lie algebra over C which determines G and h a Cartan subalgebra. Then L -/z, 0 Σ^o L a where a is a root. Denote the set of roots by Φ.
Let w a denote the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to a in the Euclidean space Z[Φ] 0 R and let the Wey.l group W be the group generated by the w af aeΦ.
G is generated by subgroups U a = {x a (t)\tet}, aeΦ. U a carries a natural valuation U a+n -{x a (t)\t ep n }. Let w a (t) = Xatfix-ai-t-^XaQ) sniά h a {t) = wJβwJXY 1 for teί*. Let Γ be the subgroup generated by all h a (t), aeΦ. Then W = N(T)/T and w β (t) is a coset representative in iV(Γ) for the reflection M? β Fix an ordering on the root system Φ. This determines a set of positive roots and a set of simple roots which forms a base for Φ. Let U be the subgroup generated by all U a , where a is a positive root.
Then T is a maximal torus of G and B = TU is a Borel subgroup of G with unipotent radical U.
For each root a, there is a canonical homomorphism φ a from SL (2, ϊ) into the subgroup of G generated by U a and U_ a such that in / o i J *-(*). and (
The kernel of <p α is either trivial or {±1}. If λ is a character of ϊ\ we define for each root a a character X a of !* by X a (t) = X(K(t)). The Weyl group TF acts on Γ and thus on characters of T. We note that wX a (t) = wX(h a (t)) = XCMΓ^OOW) = X(h w -i a (t)) = X w -icc(t). The one-parameter subgroups Λ α (t) form a root system Φ^ dual to Φ in Horn (ϊ*, T)(x) R. w acts on λ α as w acts on α% as w~x acts on α. We use this observation to simplify notation and calculations in Chapter 2.
Let K be the subgroup of G generated by {x a (t)\aeΦ, t e #*}. Then IT is a good maximal compact subgroup of G [4. 27] , and there is an Iwasawa decomposition G = KB = KTU, nonuniquely.
More generally, suppose G is the group of ϊ-rational points of a reductive algebraic group defined over ϊ. A Borel subgroup B is a maximal connected solvable subgroup of G. A parabolic subgroup P is a subgroup of G containing a Borel subgroup. Let N be the unipotent radical of P, A a maximal ϊ-split torus in the radical of P and M = ϋΓ G (A). Then P has a Levi decomposition P = MN.
B has Levi decomposition TU where T is the centralizer in G of a maximal ϊ-split torus A of G. W = N(A)/Z(A) acts on A and thus on Horn (A, I*), which is dually paired over Z with Horn (ϊ*, A). If Cr is semi-simple, the root system Φ = Φ(Cr, A) spans Horn (A, I*) (g) jβ, and we have the dual root system Φ v in Hom(ϊ*, A)(g) JB [1] . Bruhat-Tits theory gives a generating set of valuated root data and the existence of good maximal compact subgroups of G, for which Iwasawa and Cartan decompositions hold [4, 27] .
A topological group G is said to be totally disconnected (t. More detailed introductions to the representation theory of t.d. groups may be found in [6, 11, 13, 32] . Since G -KP with iΓ compact, Indp # is an admissible representation of G. Jacquet's theorem states that any irreducible representation of a reductive p-adic group G is a subrepresentation of Indp σ for some parabolic subgroup P, where σ is a supercuspidal representation of M [13, 32] .
CHAPTER I INTERTWINING OPERATORS AND THE COMMUTING ALGEBRA
Thus to give a complete list of the irreducible representations of G, one needs to decompose all IndpO , with equivalent factors arising only in the case of the equivalent representations Ind? σ and Indp wσ.
We study the problem of decomposing the representations Indf λ, where G is a Che valley group over ϊ, B = TU is a Borel subgroup, and λ is a (unitary) character of T.
Let W λ = {w e W \ wX = λ} for λ a quasi-character of T. By Bruhat theory, the length of the composition series of Indgλ is bounded by \Wχ\ if λ is unitary.
Suppose w 6 W. Intertwining operators A(w, X) between Inds λ and Indf wλ are defined initially for certain nonunitary λ. These operators are normalized to define operators a(w, X) which can be extended by analytic continuation to meromorphic functions in λ.
Fix a coset representative w in N(T) for w. Define [30, 37] 
We remark that if we choose a different coset representative These results are true for G a reductive p-adic group. The proofs are as in [30, 37] once we have the following. 
I
Proof. By Bruhat-Tits theory, the derived group of G possesses a system of valuated root data, with properties which Macdonald has taken as axioms for a "group of p-adic type" [4, 27] . B = TU is a minimal parabolic, where T is now the centralizer of a maximal ϊ-split torus A in G. There is a homomorphism v with kernel T Π K from JV(A) to the affine Weyl group of G, which is the group generated by reflections in the hyperplanes determined by the set of affine roots {a + r \ a e Φ, r e Z}. Let Y r = Ϊ7_ α _ r /ϊ7_ β _ r+1 . Then Thus the sum over r is a geometric series with common ratio Re λ(£ α )~2, which converges if and only if s -Re \ a > 0.
The value of the sum is then given by Harish-Chandra's c-ίunc-tion c o (α, s) = c(α/2, s)c(a, s). The reader is referred to Macdonald [27] .
Let V be the unipotent radical of the Borel opposed to B. Since G -VB up to a set of Haar measure zero, functions in H λ are determined by their values on V and we may realize Indfλ on L\V). Assume that Re λ α > 0. If G is a Chevalley group, then Z7_ α is onedimensional, and a calculation realizing the representation on L\V) via the Fourier transform in Ϊ7_ α , as in the X-realization of Gelfand, Graev and Pyatetskii-Shapiro [7] or Sally [28] for SL (2) , shows that A(w a9 λ) acts as multiplication by λ~T(λ α ), where w a = wJX). We may then use the analytic continuation of the gamma function to define the intertwining operator A(w af λ) for any quasi-character λ such that Γ(X a ) is defined, i.e., for λ α φ 1.
If we normalize A(w a9 X) by Γ(X a ) by setting cι(w a , X) = (l/Γ(X a ))A(w at λ), then by analytic continuation a(w af X) defines an intertwining operator between Indf X and ϊndf w a X for all λ.
Suppose w e W has length I and w -w ai w aι is a reduced product of basic reflections, a f simple. The appropriate normalizing factor for A(w, X) = A(w aχ9 w a2
Denote this product by Γ W (X) and define
An argument similar to that in Winarsky [37] gives the analytic continuation of A(w, λ) and a(w, λ) in the case of a semi-simple p-adic algebraic group. THEOREM 
Let G be a connected semi-simple p-adic group and suppose f 6 H x is locally constant. The map X M» (A(W, X)f)(k) of D(w) into C is analytic for keK.
It extends to C n as a meromorphic function.
When X is not a pole of the extension, the operators A(w y X) intertwine the representations Indf λ and Ind| wX.
Proof The unramified part of X is determined by n unramified characters | \ s « 9 a simple, each of which is identified with the complex number s a . Multiply this by a representation λ* of kery. Considering λ* fixed and letting the unramified part of λ vary, we identify λ with a point in C n . It is enough to prove the theorem in the case w = w a is a simple reflection. Again, we follow Macdonald [27] . Choose a coset representative n a eK for w a with v(n a ) = w a . Write veY r = U_ a _ r \U_ a _ r+1 as v = u x n^t r a u^ with u lf u 2 e U a+r and v(t a ) translation by a\ Suppose that / is constant on cosets of U_ a+m in K.
Then
But ^u^" 1 6 U_ a+m and / is assumed constant on this. The sum over r is thus
For λ α unramified, this is a geometric series with common ratio X(t a )~2, which converges if and only in Re λ α > 0. In this case the sum is given by An argument similar to that of [37] shows that Indl λ is reducible if there exists a w e W, w Φ 1 with wX = λ such that λ is not a pole of c w (λ).
2 The cocycle condition for a(w, λ)» We now choose certain coset representatives for each w e W. Fix any coset representatives n a for the basic reflections w a9 a simple. Suppose we W has length I and w = w ai w a2 -w aι is a reduced product of basic reflections. We take n ai n a2 w αz as the coset representative of w and define A(w, X) = A(w βl w Λ2 ^α z , λ) and
This is well-defined by the following. THEOREM 
Fix coset representatives n a e N(T) for the basic reflections w a , a simple. Suppose w is expressed as a reduced product w ai w a2 w aι of basic reflections, l(w) = I. Then the coset
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representative n ai n a2 n aι of w is independent of the expression Proof For Che valley groups, see page 242 of [34] . For connected reductive p-adic groups, see page 112 of [4] .
We now fix a set of coset representatives as above and write A(w, X) instead of A(w, λ). For the calculations in Chapter 3, we have taken n a = w a (l) as the coset representative for the basic reflection w af a simple.
Recall the cocycle condition
In this case we also have
We will show that with the above choice of coset representatives, the cocycle condition holds for the normalized operators a(w, X) with no condition on the lengths of w r and w". We have seen that under the X-realization in Z7_ α , A(w a , λ) acts as multiplication by λ*\Γ(λ α ). Thus A(w a , w a \)oA(w a , λ) = /XλJΓCλ" 1 ) is scalar and a(w a , w a \)°a(w a , λ) = I is the identity.
Thus &(w at w a X) is the inverse of <x{w af X), i.e., the cocycle condition holds in this case. Proof. We first recall that with our choice of coset representatives the operators are well-defined. This is in fact equivalent to the cocycle condition.
The proof is by induction on the length of w'. Suppose l(w r ) -1, say w' = w a , a simple. If l(w a w") = l(w") + 1, then we are done. 
= a(w a9 w ι w"X)a(w l9 w"X)a(w", X) by the induction hypothesis , = a(w a w l9 w"X)a(w" 9 λ) since l(w a ) = 1 , = a(w', w"X)a(w", X) .
Thus the cocycle condition is true with no condition on the lengths of w' and w". We remark that one could also use the relations (w a w β ) n{a>β) = 1 defining If as a Coxeter group to prove the cocycle condition.
We note that to prove the theorem, we need only normalize the operators so that a(w a , w a X) is the inverse of a(w a , λ). For Che valley groups we may do this with either gamma functions or c-ίunctions. Thus the cocycle relation holds with no condition on lengths for "groups of p-adic type" and unramified characters λ.
Finally, we note that the cocycle condition implies that w i-> a(w 9 X) is a representation of W λ = {w e W\wX = λ}.
3. The Knapp-Stein i^-group** We define a subgroup R of W λ such that the commuting algebra of Indfλ is given as the group algebra C [R] . The theory of the i2-group was developed by Knapp and Stein for real semi-simple Lie groups. The following p-adic analogue is another illustration of Harish-Chandra's "Lefschetz principle," which says that whatever is true for real reductive groups is also true for p-adic groups.
Let Δ' = {a > 0\X a = 1}. Then ±A r is a sub-root system of the root system Φ.
Let R == { w e W λ \a > 0 and X a = 1 imply that wa > 0} = {weW λ \w(J') = Δ'} .
Suppose that G is a Chevalley group.
Let W be the reflection group associated to ±Δ', i.e., the group generated by the reflections {w a \aeA'}. THEOREM The cocycle condition shows that w -> a(w, λ) is a homomorphism from W λ into the group of invertible intertwining operators for Ind^λ, and Winarsky [37] shows that a(w, λ) is nonscalar if weR, w Φ 1. These observations complete the proof of the theorem.
We note that Winarsky's condition for reducibility is essentially that R is nontrivial.
By an unpublished theorem of Harish-Chandra, the commuting algebra C(λ) of Indg λ is spanned by {a(w, λ)| w e W λ }. By the above, it is spanned by {a(w,X)\w eR}. But these operators are linearly independent, by our calculations in 
CHAPTER II CLASSIFICATION OF THE i2-GROUPS
The j?-groups which occur for Chevalley groups of each type A n , B n , C n , Ό n , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 and G 2 , are determined. They are abelian except in the cases of Ώ n , for which non-abelian R occur for every n ^ 4, and in the cases E 7 and E 8 .
The orders of the i?-groups which can occur depend on n and on the arithmetic of the field ϊ. Further, the existence of the nonabelian E 8 jβ-group depends on the arithmetic of ϊ.
Let λ be a character of T and let -{a > 01 a(w a , λ) is scalar} .
Then R = { w e Wι [ a > 0 and X a = 1 imply that wa > 0}
We note that the second definition of R shows that it is a group. 1 . We use this observation to determine which elements of W can form an iϋ-group for some λeΓ A . Once we have a possible R, we look for a character λ with R <S W λ as i2-group. The existence of such a λ depends on the arithmetic of f. Our proof explicitly constructs a list of λ and R and shows that any nontrivial jβ-group is conjugate under W to one on the list.
We proceed according to the classification of types of root systems [ Then if e x -e wl eSf, we have e x -e wl ed' and iiΓ^βi -e wl ) < 0, so that w$R. Thus the map is injective on R.
Thus iϋ is isomorphic to a subgroup of (ϊ*)~ and is abelian. Since R is abelian, Indg λ decomposes simply. This is shown for G = SL(n, ϊ) by Howe and Silberger [12] .
We note that if ϊ = JB, then the image of R is a finite subgroup of (R*T, so has order 1 or 2 [17] . LEMMA 
The stabilizer of any d in R is trivial. Thus \R\ divides n + 1.
Proof. Suppose w e R fixes some i. Then β< -e wi = 0 and the image of w under the above map is trivial. Thus w = 1. So the action of R partitions {1,2, , n + 1} into orbits of cardinality | R \ and \R\ divides n + 1.
Note that any finite subgroup of (ϊ*)" with order dividing n + 1 is the image of some jR-group.
REMARK. The homomorphism w v-+ e t -e wi is suggested by the following. In Chapter 3 we realize Ind| λ and a(w, λ) on L\V). We exhibit a class of functions in L\V) on which a(w a , λ) acts as multiplication by M(w a , λ) = λ" 1 in the U_ a coordinate, a simple.
Then a(w, λ) = &(w ai w av λ) acts as multiplication by the function M{w, λ) = M(w aι , w a2 -w aι X) M(w aι , λ). Then w \-+ M(w, λ) is a homomorphism, as is w H-» M(W, λ) evaluated at some U_ a , a simple. The above map M(w f λ) is evaluated at E7_ α , a = e x -e 2 -
We note that the linear independence of distinct characters of ϊ* implies that the M(w, λ) evaluated at U_ a are linearly independent for weR, and therefore the operators {a(w, λ) | w e R) are linearly independent.
TypeR n . Φ -= {±e i ±e j9 ±e k \l ^i < j ^n 9 l^k^n).
The dual root system Φ υ = {±e t ± βy, ±2e fc 11 ^ i < j ^ ^, 1 ^ & ^ w} is type C n . The Weyl group W = S n K Z? acts on Φ and Φ v by permutations and sign changes on the e<.
THEOREM B n . R = Z 2 x -•-x Z 2 with \ R \ dividing both 2n and
Suppose w -sc e W λ with s e S n and ceZ 2 n . We may replace w by a conjugate under S w to assume the cycles in s consist of consecutive integers, and then by a conjugate by a sign change to assume that c changes the sign of at most one e^ in each orbit of s. LEMMA 
If w -sceR, then a nontrivial cycle of s can not have only one sign change associated to it.
Proof. We may assume the cycle is (k k + 1 n -1 n), k <n, and that the sign change is on 2e n . Repeated application of w" 1 sends e n^ -e n to e k -e k+1 , which w" 1 then sends to -e n -e k . Thus
If k = n-l, then 2e n _ ί e £? Π Φ υ . But then 2e n _ x > 0 and w" 1^^) --2e n < 0 contradicts weR. Otherwise β < n -1 and e k + e n^ e£ff\Φ\ But then e k + e n^ > 0 and w\e k + e n^) -w(e k+1 + e n ) = e k+2 -e k < 0 contradicts weR. LEMMA 
Aw?/ nontrivίal cycle of seS n must be a transposition if w = sceR.
Proof We may assume that the cycle is (k n -1 n), and by the above lemma, that there are no sign changes associated to this cycle, i.e., c(2^) = 2e t for k <; i ^ n.
Then w(β«-i+e n ) = β» + e i! implies that e fc -Vi^^ If k<n -l, then e 4 --e n _ 1 6 β 2 ί? nΦ% with e k -e n^> 0 and w"" 1 (β t -β n _ 1 ) = e n -e n _ 2 <0, contradicting weR. Thus fc = ^ -1 and the cycle is a transposition.
By the two lemmas, any w = sc e R is conjugate to a product of disjoint transpositions and sign changes, so w 2 = 1 and iϋ = Z 2 If we evaluate M(w, λ) at Z7_ α , α = β x -e 2 , we get the homomorphism c x c n \-+ 2e x (i.e., λej and ^ H> ^ -w^ if w -sc with 8(ΐ) 9^ i. We note that none of these characters can be trivial if weR, so w \-* e t -we t is an injective homomorphism from R into the group of characters of I* generated by those of order 2. Thus |ieI divides [1*: (ϊ*) 2 ]. Of course, one may directly check that w \-> e t -we t is independent of i and is an injective homomorphism from R into the subgroup Z [Φ v ]/£f of (I*)" without reference to M(w, λ). We note that if ϊ = R, then |JS| = 1 or 2, and that if ϊ is nonArchimedean with odd residual characteristic, then \R\ = 1, 2, or 4.
Type G n . Φ = {±e t ±e s , ±2e k \l£i<j ^.n,l£k£n}.
The dual root system Φ" = {±e t ±e ά , ±e k \l^i<j^n,l^k^n} is type B n . The Weyl group W = S n ix Z 2 n acts on Φ and Φ v by permutations and sign changes on the e*. Suppose w = sc e W λ , seS n and c 6 Z 2 n . We may replace w by a conjugate under a sign change to assume that c changes the sign of at most one e t in each orbit of a. LEMMA 1. Suppose w = sceR, seS n , ee Z 2 n . Then a = 1.
Proof.
If s has a nontrivial cycle, by conjugation we may assume it is (k n -1 n) and that c changes the sign of at most one e t in the corresponding orbit.
Suppose c(e t ) = e t for k ^ i < n and c(e«) = -e n . Then W^eJ = β n _! implies that β^ -e n 6 <^ Π 0 V . But repeated application of w~ι sends e n^ -e n to e k -e k+lf which w" 1 sends to -e n -e k < 0, contradicting weR.
Now suppose c(e t ) = e t for k ^ i ^ n. Then w~\e n ) -e n^ and β w _i -e n eJέfnΦ v .
But then w{e n^ -e n ) = e n -e k < 0 contradicts weR.
Thus a = 1 if w -sc e R, and 22 is contained in the group of sign changes in W. Hence R = Z 2 x x Z 2 with the number of factors bounded by n.
Let weR. By conjugation we may assume that w = c & c fc+1 c w . The actions on the normal factors of the semi-direct products are described explicitly in the course of the proof. Proof Suppose s has a cycle of length ^ 3. Replacing w by a conjugate under ί? n , we may assume the cycle is (fc & + 1 n), k<n -l. Then by conjugating w by a sign change, we may assume that c changes the sign of at most 2 of the e t in each orbit of s.
If c involves no sign changes on e hf , e nf then w"^^.! + βj = e n _ 2 + β n _i implies that e n^2 -e n e Δ'. But then w{e n^2 -e n ) < 0 contradicts w eR.
If c involves only one sign change on^, , e n , we may suppose it is on e n . Then w{e n^ + e n ) -e n -e h implies e h + e n^ e Δ\ But then w\e h + e n _x) = e k+2 -e k <0 contradicts w e R.
Finally, if there are two sign changes involved, we may suppose they are on e n^ and e n . Then w{e n^ -e n ) = -e n + e k implies that e k -e n -\sΔ\ But then w~\e k -e n _i) = -e n -e n _ 2<0 contradicts w eR.
Note that w -sceR, s 2 = 1 implies that w 2 = (scs'^c is a sign change in i? and thus w* = 1. If we let R r be the group of sign changes in R, then R' ^R and Jί/iZ' = Z 2 x x Z 2 .
LEMMA 2. Suppose c k c k+1 --c n eR with k > 1. T&βw JS contains all even sign changes on {e k , e k+1 , * , e n }.
c n eR if and only if e t -e ά corresponds to a character of order 2 for ft <Ξ ί < j ^ n, and e n _ t ±e n correspond to the same character. Then c t c i+1 6 W λ and R(c t c i+ι ) £ R(Ck c k+1 O imply that c< c i+1 eR, for k <^ ί < n. Thus J?' consists of all even sign changes on {e k , β ,e n }, and
Further, since the characters corresponding to e i -e ό are nontrivial for k ^ i < j < n, the characters corresponding to e t -e n are distinct, k^i<n.
Thus |Λ'| ^ 2 Γϊ * :(ί * )2]~1 . Now, suppose w = sceR with s ^ 1. By conjugation we may assume s = (12) (34) (fc -1 fc) with k <L n. Then c(^) = -e< for ft < i ^ ^ first, we may assume c(e k ) = +e & by conjugation by c fc c n if necessary. Then if c(β t ) = e< for some k < i ^ n f w(e k -e t ) = «*-i ~ βt would imply e k^ -e k e Δ'. But then w{e k _ x -e k ) < 0 contradicts w eR.
Thus we have shown LEMMA 3. stab i2 (±e ί ) <; J?'.
Further, any element of order 2 in R is conjugate to one of c 6 Zr\ (12) (34) (n -1 ri), (12) (34) -(n -1 n)^., c n , or (12) ... If i? has no elements of order 4, then R = Z 2 x x Z 2 is abelian. Suppose there is an element of order 4. We distinguish the cases n even and τι odd. where k -n ~ 2d.
CHARLES DAVID KEYS
Since w 2 = e k _j c k c n e R, by Lemma 2, JR contains the group Z 2 2d+1 of all even sign changes on {e k _ ly e kf , e n }. Then (12) (34) (n-lri)eR and R ^ <(12) (34) (w -1 rφ tx <c n c n _,, c ft _ 1 c n . 2 , , β*β*-i> is nonabelian.
If there are other sign changes in R, we may assume they involve e h e i+lf ---,e k -2 , where I is odd. Then the group R r of all sign changes in R consists all even sign changes on {e h e t+1 , , e n } and each e t -e ίf I ^ ί < j ^ n corresponds to a character of order 2. Now, if m < n, w = ( distinct.
Further, the order of the first subgroup divides 2n by Lemma 3, and also JB' ^ ZΓ 1 -Thus |JB| divides n 2 n . Formally define a character corresponding to 2e n to be -(e n^ -e n ) + (βn-i + β n ) and then use 2β έ = 2(e* -e n ) + 2e n to define a character corresponding to 2e^ If w -see R, c e Zζ" 1 with s =£ 1, then β* -wβ< is a character of order 2 and w b-• e έ -te βi is an injective homomorphism on the first (nonnormal) factor of R. 2 ] by the above. Suppose that both factors are nontrivial and that R is abelian. We may assume that (12) (34) (n -1 n) or (12)
Suppose that (12 , e n^} .
Thus each e t -e jf k -1 ^ ΐ < j ^ -1 corresponds to a character of order 2 and also sc = (12) (n -2 w -l)c n _! c n e R.
We have i2 ^ <sc> ix <c fc _! c fc , c k c k+1 , , [5] in R = Z z x Z 3 , and we are in one of the above cases.
Note that if G is a Chevalley group over k = R, then R = 1 and Ind^λ is irreducible. We note that w \-* M(w, λ) is a homomorphism, and further, that we may evaluate M(w, λ) at F_ α for any simple root a to obtain a homomorphism from W λ into (f*)~. If this homomorphism is injective on R for some a, then the linear independence of distinct characters of ϊ* implies that the operators {a(w, λ) | w e R} are linearly independent. Further, we may write |J?| nonzero projections giving / as above in each invariant subspace.
The homomorphism is injective on R for groups of type A n and B n , but is not necessarily injective for groups of type C n and Ό n . We may show the linear independence of the operators {&(w, λ) | w e R} for these groups as follows.
As in [37] , let f x = f I)X be the function in H λ whose restriction to K is supported on the Iwahori I and is constant on Zfl V. To show that {a(w, X) \ w e R} are linearly independent, it is enough to find a w 0 e JB such that a(w, X)f I (w 0 ) = 0 if and only if ww Q Φ\. If all λ α are ramified, use the above. Otherwise, since we know what groups R can occur, we may check that w Q eR consisting of as many sign changes as possible will work for groups of type (X and Ό n .
